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NextSee and LuxSE join forces for sustainable finance education in France

France/Luxembourg 6 November 2020: The United Nations award-winning
Luxembourg Stock Exchange (LuxSE) and the international strategy consulting
and communication agency NextSee have entered into a partnership to
strengthen sustainable finance education in France. As part of this agreement,
LuxSE’s team of sustainable finance professionals will act as lecturers in
NextSee’s dedicated sustainable finance courses.
The goal of these sustainable finance courses is to help different stakeholders in
public institutions, companies, as well as local and regional communities to
acquire the knowledge needed to establish and implement sustainable finance
strategies and contribute to the green transition. NextSee’s courses are set to
start before the end of the year.
“We established LGX as a contribution to the Paris Climate Agreement and the
UN Sustainable Development Goals. Ever since, we have been asked to provide
information and training on sustainable finance. This is what led us to establish
the LGX Academy, where we offer formalised courses to increase participants’
knowledge of this important field. For sustainable finance to grow, we need to
raise awareness and educate different stakeholders. We are extremely pleased to
partner with NextSee to enhance sustainable finance education in the French
market,” stated Julie Becker, Deputy CEO of LuxSE and Founder of LGX.
Towards a more sustainable and responsible society
NextSee specialises in delivering in-depth intelligence on the ongoing socioeconomic and ecological transitions. NextSee is also active in public relations in
the area of transformation of economic models around green finance and
sustainable investments. The agency has partnered with multiple public and
private institutions in France, including Idealco, a popular collaborative platform
and provider of professional training dedicated to the French public sector,
financed by the Caisse des Dépôts. NextSee furthermore edits a number of
publications, such as Parlements & Politiques Internationales, Alters Média,
European review of IAE Paris-Sorbonne and Spirale, where it shares intelligence—
academic research, thematic debates, analyses and points of view—about the
ongoing transitions and highlights the role of innovation in this field. NextSee also
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facilitates the relations between decision-makers in the public and private sphere
to accelerate discussions around sustainability matters across France. Placing
ethics, social responsibility, innovation and solidarity at the heart of its values, the
agency contributes to creating a more sustainable and inclusive society. The
sustainable finance course programme is NextSee’s latest initiative.
“NextSee advocates a committed, sustainable, responsible, and humanistic
approach towards information, advice and training. All activities with our various
partners as well as our policy of incessant search for excellence promote the
actors of meaningful companies, sources of sustainable benefits for companies as
well as for society. Among the major challenges of ecological, energy and societal
transitions, the unique expertise and skills of LGX in Green and Sustainable
Finance are essential qualities for their success. We are really delighted to be able
to bring this know-how to France,“ commented Jean-Claude Fontanive, Founder
and CEO of NextSee.
Award-winning exchange
The Luxembourg Stock Exchange is known for the Luxembourg Green Exchange
(LGX)—the world’s leading platform entirely dedicated to sustainable securities.
LuxSE established LGX in 2016 to facilitate responsible investing and help
redirect capital flows towards sustainable investment projects. Earlier this year,
LuxSE won the prestigious UN Global Climate Action Award 2020 in the category
of Financing for Climate-Friendly Investment for LGX and its contribution to
curbing climate change.
In May this year, the exchange established the LGX Academy, offering sustainable
finance courses to financial professionals, students and the broader public to
increase sustainable finance knowledge and thereby support its growth.
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About the Luxembourg Stock Exchange
The UN award winning Luxembourg Stock Exchange (LuxSE) is the gateway to access international investors. With
more than 37,000 listed securities, including 33,000 debt instruments, from 2,000 issuers in 100 countries, LuxSE is
one of the world’s leading exchanges for the listing of international, financial securities and offers a unique and
integrated service offering covering listing, trading and information services.
In 2016, LuxSE launched the Luxembourg Green Exchange (LGX) and became the first exchange in the world to
operate a platform dedicated entirely to sustainable securities. LGX has become a meeting place for impact-conscious
issuers and investors, and has a leading global market share of listed green, social and sustainability bonds
worldwide.
LuxSE also operates a specialist subsidiary, Fundsquare, which provides services to support and standardise crossborder distribution of investment funds.
For more information, visit www.bourse.lu
About NextSee
NextSee is an innovative international integrated strategy consulting and multimedia communication agency
comprising the activities:
- strategies of influence, creation and dissemination of information and thematic content, public relations, political,
economic, academic and societal.
- publications & management - specialized in geopolitics, economics and society on the themes of the major changes
and transitions of the 21st century. It aims to be the multi-media media support - paper, digital, web TV and television
for the renewal of universal values by getting involved in the "emergence of a new world" which is ethical, sustainable
and inclusive.
In 2020, NextSee Launched NextSee Academy, a training department titled “the green new deal ©” with a global and
digital approach and a single point of contact, able to advise and support at each stage of the digital transformation
of training ecosystem.
The programmes developed by NextSee Academy reflect this commitment and the courses offered are naturally
based on the know-how and values promoted by NextSee and its research, in particular Green Finance, Corporate
Social Responsibility, Energy and Ecological Transition. The courses offered are aimed at working professionals or
employees in transition, both managers and non-managers. Their format is varied with certification, short or bespoke
training courses.
NextSee and its exclusive partners on Green Finance and Sustainable investments in France.
IdealCO is the leading provider of professional training and knowledge exchange geared towards the public sector in
France. It gathers together more than 160 000 members in 40 professional online communities within very specific
knowledge areas. The current offer includes around 5000 courses which combines knowledge and experience into
easily digestible units. www.idealco.fr
Green Finance is the reference media of green finance.in France and centralizes best practices and best
methodologies to create true social collaboration and gives access to approximately thirty specialized articles per
week. nearly 8,000 subscribers, (25% institutional investors ; 25% asset managers ; 50% professional investors,
financial decision-makers, experts and influencers ) with a weekly Green newsletter, interviews, conferences, thematic
dossiers. www.green-finance.fr
TV Finance is a TV Broadcast producer aimed to facilitate enterprise communication, to help and understand
economy by describing it with pedagogy and give the keys to anticipate a complex and evoluting finance environment
with a critical, responsible and innovative angle. www.tvfmedia.fr
For more information, visit www.nextsee.org
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